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Abstract: Package delivery via autonomous drones is often presumed to hold commercial and societal
value when applied to urban environments. However, to realise the benefits, the challenge of safely
managing high traffic densities of drones in heavily constrained urban spaces needs to be addressed.
This paper applies the principles of traffic segmentation and alignment to a constrained airspace in
efforts to mitigate the probability of conflict. The study proposes an en-route airspace concept in which
drone flights are directly guided along a one-way street network. This one-way airspace concept uses
heading-altitude rules to vertically segment cruising traffic as well as transitioning flights with respect
to their travel direction. However, transition flights trigger a substantial number of merging conflicts,
thus negating a large part of the benefits gained from airspace structuring. In this paper, we aim to
reduce the occurrence of merging conflicts and intrusions by using a delay-based and speed-based
merge-assist strategy, both well-established methods from road traffic research. We apply these merge
assistance strategies to the one-way airspace design and perform simulations for three traffic densities
for the experiment area of Manhattan, New York. The results indicate, at most, a 9–16% decrease in
total number of intrusions with the use of merge assistance. By investigating mesoscopic features of the
urban street network, the data suggest that the relatively low efficacy of the merge strategies is mainly
caused by insufficient space for safe manoeuvrability and the inability for the strategies to fully respond
and thus resolve conflicts on short-distance streets.

Keywords: urban airspace design; constrained airspace; advanced air mobility; delivery drones;
flying taxis

1. Introduction

Advanced air mobility concepts, such as autonomous drones could play an essential
role in future express package delivery missions, for example, medical and meal delivery
in urban areas [1–5]. The large-scale adoption of drones for urban delivery missions could
potentially help reduce traffic congestion and thus decrease total anthropogenic CO2 emis-
sions in cities [6,7]. In contrast to traditional and contemporary transport modes, such as
vans and bikes, drones appear to be flexible and cost effective; moreover, they are easily
scalable and comparatively less challenging to automate than road vehicles [8]. Yet, the rad-
ical changes promised by autonomous delivery drones may only begin to have profound
and extended effects on society and its urban environment when deployed in large-scale.
Before widespread adoption of delivery drones unfolds in cities, however, there are many
challenges to overcome. As urban environments are densely populated with dynamic and
static obstacles [9], operating high densities of drone-based deliveries in a confined space
presents a safety hazard to urban occupants [10]. Therefore, this raises the question of how
to safely accommodate high-density drone traffic in a constrained urban environment. One
logical step forward is to have a suitable urban airspace structure as a means to support these
flying robots in dense cities [8].

Previous studies have addressed some of these concerns by proposing corridors and
sky-lanes [11,12] and even advocating conceptual rules-of-the-road, such as giving priority
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for traffic on the right at intersections as a potential means to safely navigate through ur-
ban areas [13]. Some have suggested single altitude lane-based approaches that primarily
investigated trajectory scheduling algorithms in a way to tackle strategic conflict manage-
ment [14,15]. While others have focused on conceptual design studies into the use of airway
routes over buildings, railways and roads for the city of Singapore [16,17], a majority of the
work has been centred on policy-based studies for Europe’s advanced air mobility traffic
management program, U-Space [18–21]. However, the common thread in these studies is
that they are mainly limited to very low traffic densities of drones or even single drone
flight operations.

In contrast, quite a large number of studies have been conducted for autonomous
flying vehicles operating in unconstrained airspace. The Metropolis project demonstrated
that vertical segmentation of cruising traffic according to heading directions leads to
favourable levels of safety [22,23]. In a follow-up study, it was revealed that two principles
were primarily associated with lowering the conflict probability, namely, the segmentation
of traffic into separate parts of airspace (e.g., geofenced areas and layers of airspace)
and the reduction of relative velocities by alignment of traffic within the same airspace
segment [24,25].

The current paper is part of a project that aims to apply the findings of the Metropolis
project to constrained airspace, where vehicles are restricted to flying along the streets.
Many of the challenges faced with large-scale drone operations in highly constrained en-
vironments are also present in road transportation [26,27], especially in automated road
vehicles [28,29]. Because of this, a previous study, which is also part of the current project,
combined the Metropolis research of unconstrained urban airspace with principles of road
traffic engineering, to propose an implementation of a two-way and one-way airspace
configuration [30]. The one-way concept featured horizontal constraints to promote uni-
directional traffic within a street, while the two-way concept did not include horizontal
constraints and thus allowed for bidirectional flows of traffic. Both concepts feature transi-
tion altitudes to accommodate turning traffic that requires a deceleration to perform turns
at intersections. By separating slower turning traffic from the main flow, these transition
altitudes aim to mitigate any interruptions to the flow of through-traffic. However, in a
follow-up study, it was shown that, despite the presence of transition altitudes, the layered
airspace structure generated a large number of merging type conflicts when flights tran-
sition between layers for a turn [31]. The current paper aims to manage and mitigate the
occurrence of merging conflicts through the use of merge assist strategies.

By extrapolating work conducted in highway merging traffic research [26,32–35], we
investigated the use of a delay-based and speed-based merge assist framework for a large-
scale drone traffic simulation study. Using fast-time simulations, we tested these merge
assist policies for low, medium and high traffic densities with respect to the total number
of conflicts, intrusions and their constitute properties. Our study not only investigates
the macroscopic properties of the network but also examines specific hotspot regions of
the network, which features many individual drones interacting in a confined space by
following a set of rules, and thus, we uncover key mesoscopic properties of the urban
network.

In this work, we perform our research in the context of emerging drone delivery
missions, which have the potential to generate high-density traffic scenarios in constrained
urban spaces [36]. We use this scenario to evaluate the airspace design and the proposed
merging-assist frameworks with low, medium and high traffic densities. Note that this
potential scenario of drone delivery is just an example, used in this study to generate
sufficiently dense and complex traffic patterns. Other advanced air mobility concepts, such
as flying taxis [37] may also exhibit high traffic densities in a constrained urban airspace [38].
The aim of these scenarios is to understand how individual drones interact with each other
in a given confined environment and how specific operating rules might trigger undesired
emergent behaviour with high traffic densities.
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The remainder of this paper is structured, as follows: Section 2 outlines the background
material of this study. In Section 3, we present the methodology of our study. In particular,
Section 3.2 describes the merge assistance framework and Section 4 gives details about the
simulation environment and its set-up. Section 5 presents the results of our experiments.
The main findings of our study are then discussed in Section 6. Section 7 summarises the
main conclusions of this study.

2. Background

In this section, we summarise relevant background material. We start with a brief
description of important airspace safety metrics. Then, we discuss how traffic segmentation
and alignment help achieve intrinsic safety by preventing the onset of conflicts. Thereafter,
we discuss the one-way airspace concept for high-density drone traffic operations and its
associated emergent behaviour when applied to a constrained urban environment.

2.1. Conflicts and Intrusions

The number of pairwise conflicts and intrusions are metrics to describe the safety of an
airspace. Here, an intrusion, or a loss of separation, occurs when the horizontal and vertical
separation margins are simultaneously violated. A conflict is defined when the horizontal
and vertical separation distances between drones is predicted to be violated within a
prescribed ‘look-ahead’ time. Therefore, a conflict can be viewed as an anticipated intrusion.

2.2. Application of Traffic Segmentation and Alignment

Previous studies have extensively investigated the effect of traffic segmentation and
alignment as a potential means to increasing the intrinsic safety of the airspace [24,25,39].
Here, we describe traffic segmentation and alignment using the mathematical expression
represented by Equation (1).

CRglobal =
1
2

N(N − 1)p2 (1)

In Equation (1), the global conflict rate (CR), or probability of conflict, is related to two
parameters. The parameter N indicates the number of vehicles, or drones, in the observed
area. Parameter p2 denotes the probability that any two vehicles in the observed area meet
each other, which is dependent on the structure of the routes and airspace. By examining
Equation (1), it can be seen that, for a given volume of airspace, increasing N causes a
quadratic increase in CR while increasing p2 causes a linear increase in CR.

The conflict probability can therefore be mitigated by effectively reducing N and
p2 [24,25,39]. A reduction in N can be achieved by the segmentation of traffic, which ef-
fectively decreases the likelihood of any possible number of combinations of vehicles that
can meet each other within the given airspace. The parameter p2 has been shown to be
composed of factors such as the separation margin and look-ahead time and of the degree of
alignment of trajectories, which can be achieved by reducing the relative speeds between
two vehicles in the observed airspace [24].

2.3. Challenges of Constrained Urban Environments

In previous research, the principles of segmentation and alignment were applied
to an unconstrained or free airspace [22,23]. In contrast, drone-based delivery traffic is
expected to utilise a highly constrained urban environment that harbours a large presence
of dynamic and static obstacles as well as temporary and permanent no-fly-zones [9]. To an
extent, it shares these operational conditions with autonomous cars [29] and traditional
road vehicles [26,27,40,41].

Because of the similarities with road traffic, a previous paper in this study explored
the consequences of using existing urban street networks and thus ‘flying-over-streets’ in
constrained urban spaces [30]. However, allowing high densities of drone traffic to simply
operate in a constrained airspace without any imposed structure would severely impact
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the level of safety. To prevent the onset of conflicts, the aim of the previous study was to
apply the principles of segmentation and traffic alignment to the urban airspace to organise
traffic into different altitude layers with respect to travel directions.

2.4. One-Way Airspace Design

Based on the findings of unconstrained urban airspace research [22,23] and road traffic
studies [32,42,43], we developed a one-way airspace configuration. Historically, one-way
streets have been adopted as a simple and efficient measure to manage traffic safety in
urban networks [44]. Here, drone flights are directly guided over one-way streets while
adhering to the urban street network. To separate traffic according the four quadrants of
north, east, south and west directions, the airspace is vertically segmented into a stack
of direction-constrained altitude layers. In addition, a one-way directional constraint is
imposed on each street, where a street only accommodates north, east, south or westbound
traffic. This means that opposite traffic flows are not separated by means of altitude
but instead guided along (parallel) streets [30], which is comparable to one-way street
traffic for on-ground traffic [42]. In this research, we use an orthogonal grid-like network,
such as the Manhattan urban street network, because it is predominately optimised for
one-way traffic [45].

2.4.1. Through and Turn Altitude Layers

In this study, the airspace is divided into two main types of altitude layers consisting of
through-layers, which accommodate through traffic; and turn-layers, which is necessary to
facilitate turning traffic (see, Figure 1). Here, we define through traffic as traffic that travels
across at least one intersection, while turning traffic is denoted by traffic that is turning at
an intersection. In our experiments, turning traffic is required to decelerate and thus reduce
speed to safely execute a turn at an intersection. Separating slow turning traffic from through
traffic reduces the conflict probability and thus also decreases any potential disruptions
between the two flows, which in turn increases the safety of the airspace. Notably, a similar
design approach is seen in highway design for road vehicles [26].
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Figure 1. Schematic 3D view of one set (75 to 250 ft) of altitude layers for the one-way urban airspace
design configuration, where each altitude layer corresponds to the respective travel direction. Note
that the airspace configurations consist of through-layers and turn-layers. Through-layers are used
by through traffic which passes through at least one intersection. While the turn-layers are utilised by
transitory flights, that is, flights that need to perform turns at the respective intersections.

2.4.2. Altitude Layer Assignment

In this study, the flight routes coincide with the urban street network, i.e., the drone
flights are directly guided along the streets. Hence, it is assumed that the layers are not
hindered by any buildings and it only conforms to the street network.

The airspace concept in this study consist of multiple stacks of altitude layers that range from
75 to 1050 ft. Moreover, the airspace features through-layers and turn-layers that are vertically
spaced at a distance of 25 ft. As a result, this implies that the airspace concept can hold 40 layers,
which comprises 20 through-layers and 20 turn-layers, respectively. Within these 40 layers, there
exist 20 layers for each cardinal direction. Therefore, the number of layers depend on the assumed
altitude range (i.e., 75 to 1050 ft) and the vertical separation distance of 25 ft. In Figure 1, we
present a schematic 3D illustration of one set altitude layers that fit into the altitude range 75 to
250 ft for the one-way airspace concept. To obtain the complete set of 40 altitude layers, the set of
eight altitude layers is repeated five times until 1050 ft [30].

Note that, although different choices can be made in selecting these values, this only
affects the number of layers available to each cardinal direction. It does not change the main
principle of the airspace concept. The reasons for selecting this particular altitude range
are that the definition of clear altitude airspace for drones to operate varies with respect
to region [46]. Additionally, the U-Space concept of operations study has not defined the
boundaries of the airspace for which drones are assumed to operate [19].

The allocation of altitudes is based on the respective flight headings; hence, we employ
a simple altitude-heading rule to compute the flight altitudes (hOW,i):

hOW,i = hmin +
hmax − hmin
dmax − dmin

(di − dmin) (2)
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where hmax and hmin are the maximum and minimum altitude of the through-layers, di is
the shortest path distance between the respective origin–destinations, while dmin and dmax
are the minimum and maximum threshold distances to the respective origin–destinations.
This equation ensures that shorter flights are allocated to lower altitudes and longer flights
are allocated to higher altitudes. Next, we use a basic heuristic, as illustrated by Algorithm
1, to assign the flight altitudes according to their respective heading direction. Note that ζ
denotes the vertical distance (25 ft) between layers.

Algorithm 1: Heuristic to align flight altitudes to their travel direction.
if 315◦ < ψ ≤ 045◦ or 135◦ < ψ ≤ 225◦ then

hOW,i = hOW,i
else

if 045◦ < ψ ≤ 135◦ or 225◦ < ψ ≤ 315◦ then
hOW,i = hOW,i + ζ

end if
end if

2.5. Emergence in the One-Way Airspace Design in Constrained Environments

The one-way airspace design is made up of different rules and interventions to safely facilitate
large-scale drone traffic in a constrained urban environment. In particular, the altitude-heading
rule and the spatial order of the urban street network is used to enforce traffic segmentation and
alignment. Consequently, this requires drones to climb and descend to their respective altitudes,
which in turn introduces merging conflicts. In addition, the airspace is composed of transition
altitude layers to safely harbour turning flights. However, this design feature could lead to the
onset of additional merging conflicts as flights need to frequently ascend and descend from through
to turn-layers and turn to through-layers before and after every heading change. Furthermore,
a speed-based algorithm is used for tactical resolution which can trigger ‘knock-on’ conflicts.
Therefore, it must be acknowledged that these seemingly simple geometrical rules on a drone and
its interaction with the airspace system can also trigger undesired emergent behaviour [47,48].

3. Merging Conflicts and Intrusions

In a previous study, we demonstrated that a large proportion of conflicts in the one-way
airspace design is caused by merging flights, that is, drones that are climbing and descending
to their respective altitude layers [31]. In this section, we present our methodology to identify
and circumvent the potential merging conflicts and intrusions. For this, we use a time-space
diagram to visualise potential merging conflict and intrusion events [26,32–35,49,50]. In this
section, we describe two merge assist policies aimed at preventing potential merging conflicts.

3.1. Time–Space Diagram

A time–space diagram is a graph that describes the position of a vehicle and its progression
in time along a particular traffic stream. Time–space diagrams are typically used in road traffic
engineering as a visual tool to analyse and select optimal coordination strategies for traffic
signals [26]. The tool is also used in other transportation domains, such as airports to measure
runway capacity [51]. Time–space diagrams are also explored in Air Traffic Management (ATM)
research as a controller support tool for continuous descent operations to determine the ideal
separation distances for merging traffic [52]. In this study, a time–space diagram is employed
to visualise the trajectories of a pair of drones and thus to help circumvent a potential merging
conflict, see Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Example of a time–space representation for a pair of drones. The flight trajectories of
drone 1 and drone 2 are represented by the green and blue lines. The grey area denotes the required
separation margin, while the shaded area depicts a separation violation. To maintain safe separation,
the trajectories need to be within or outside the required separation margin (grey area). Note that
a side-view is only included for purpose of clarity.

Figure 2 illustrates a typical scenario observed in the one-way airspace design. It shows
a drone transitioning from its respective turn-layer to a through-layer. The diagram shows the
trajectories of drone 1 (green line) and drone 2 (blue line) and their required separation margin
(grey area). As drone 2 initiates a climb, the separation margin decreases, hence triggering a
loss of separation, as illustrated by the shaded region in Figure 2. The time–space diagram
reveals a few approaches to mitigate the merging conflict and intrusion by influencing the
trajectories of the respective drone flights. Essentially, we can influence the speeds of the
drones and hence tilt and slant the lines, which effectively ensures that the drones stay within
or outside the required separation margin, to circumvent a conflict. Alternatively, we can shift
the lines along the time axis by imposing a delay in effort to maintain the required separation
margin. Therefore, in this study, we aim to influence the speed of the merging drone and to
delay the merging process in order to prevent merging conflicts.

3.2. Merge Assistance Policies

A safe merge event is attained by having sufficient spacing in the intended traffic flow to
accommodate the merging vehicle. Here, we propose two types of merge assist policies, which
is inspired by road traffic research [26,32–35], to generate sufficient spacing to form a ‘gap’
in the traffic stream in order to safely merge. In the first merge assist policy, we implement
a speed-based strategy to generate the desired gap for traffic to safely merge (see sketch of
proposed Algorithm 2) by decelerating the merging drone until the desired gap is attained
and thus allowing it to safely merge into the respective traffic layer.
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Algorithm 2: Speed-based merge assistance policy.
Data: n = number of drones; IDk = drone identification number for all traffic

∀k = {0, . . ., n}; IDm = drone identification number for merging drones
∀m = {0, . . ., n}; IDnm = drone identification number for non-merging drones
∀nm = {0, . . ., n}; m = merging drone; nm = non-merging drone;
altCur = current altitude; altTar = target altitude; ∆h = altitude difference;
vm = speed of merging drone; vnm = speed of non-merging drone;
τ = minimum gap that is estimated to be the cruise speed multiplied by the
look-ahead time;

For each simulation time-step:
Retrieve all drone IDk and get taralt of next way-point;
if |altCur − altTar| for each drone > 0 then

Potential merge expected ;
Get drone IDm of merging drone;
IDm ←− store identification number;
for each merging drone (m) IDm do

Check traffic in altTar of IDm;
Compute traffic in altTar of IDm;
altTar←− store target altitude layer traffic;
Get non-merging ID IDnm in altTar;
IDmn←− store identification number;
if gap between merging m and non-merging nm < τ and ∆h ≤ ζ then

Potential merging conflict predicted;
Call speed-based merge-assisting policy;
Retrieve potential merging IDs (IDm);
Decelerate and choose vm speed from ∈ [5 m/s, 10.3 m/s] s.t. min gap
is generated;

Check for gap generated between drone m and nm until;
if gap is sufficient to safely merge then

Return vm to original speed assigned in flight plan ;
end

end
end

end

In the second merge assist policy, we employ a delay-based strategy, as summarised
in Algorithm 3. This two-pronged approach influences the speed of the merging vehicle,
and it instructs the merging vehicle to slow-down and wait in its respective altitude layer
until it is safe to merge. Then, once a gap is formed, the merging drone safely transitions to
its respective altitude layer. Depending on the velocity difference between the merging and
non-merging drone (i.e., the vehicle in the through traffic layer), this merging drone then
positions itself either behind or in-front of the non-merging vehicle. A similar approach is
applied for ramp traffic that waits until a desired gap is found to enter the highway [53].
However, despite this similarity, road traffic and its individual drivers are able to attain the
desired gaps to safely merge by using social cues and coordination, such as switching on
signal indicators, making relevant eye contact and hand gestures, which are largely missing
and challenging to model in autonomous systems [29,54].
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Algorithm 3: Delay-based merge assistance policy.
Data: n = number of drones; IDk = drone identification number for all traffic ∀k = {0,

. . ., n}; IDm = drone identification number for merging drones ∀m = {0, . . ., n};
IDnm = drone identification number for non-merging drones ∀nm = {0, . . ., n};
m = merging drone; nm = non-merging drone; altCur = current altitude;
altTar = target altitude; ∆h = altitude difference; vm = speed of merging drone;
vnm = speed of non-merging drone; τ = minimum gap that is estimated to be
the cruise speed multiplied by the look-ahead time;

For each simulation time-step:
Retrieve all drone IDk and get taralt of next way-point;
if |altCur − altTar| for each drone > 0 then

Potential merge expected ;
Get drone IDm of merging drone;
IDm ←− store identification number;
for each merging drone (m) IDm do

Check traffic in altTar of IDm;
Compute traffic in altTar of IDm;
altTar←− store target altitude layer traffic;
Get non-merging ID IDnm in altTar;
IDmn←− store identification number;
if gap between merging m and non-merging nm < τ and ∆h ≤ ζ then

Potential merging conflict predicted;
Call delay-based merge-assisting policy;
Retrieve potential merging IDs (IDm);
if Check altCur is current turn-layer then

Stay in current turn-layer;
Decelerate and choose vm speed from ∈ [5 m/s, 10.3 m/s] s.t. min
gap is generated;

Check for gap generated between drone m and nm until
if gap is sufficient to safely merge then

Return to original flight plan ;
end

end
if altCur is current through-layer then

Decelerate and choose vm speed from ∈ [5 m/s, 10.3 m/s] s.t. min
gap is generated;

Check for gap generated between drone m and nm until
if gap is sufficient to safely merge then

Return to original flight plan ;
end

end
end

end
end

4. Simulation Design

The performance of the merge assistance strategies is compared in a set of fast-time
simulations, with respect to safety for low, medium and high traffic demand. In this study,
we approach our experiments by first investigating the extent to which tactical conflict
resolution is able to circumvent merging conflicts and intrusions. Thereafter, we augment
the tactical conflict resolution with the merge assisting policies in an effort to largely reduce
the merging conflicts and intrusions. In this section, we describe the design and development
of our experiments used in this study.
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4.1. Simulation Development
4.1.1. Simulation Platform

To conduct fast-time simulations, we used BlueSky [55,56], which is an open-source
ATM simulator that has been widely employed in past ATM-related studies [22,23,39].
The BlueSky traffic simulation tool is therefore used as the simulation platform. For the
purpose of this study, we updated BlueSky’s autopilot module to include elements that are
specific to unmanned traffic management such as, for example, a suitable drone model and
relevant drone dynamics, to account for safe manoeuvrability of flights.

A majority of drone delivery studies and prototypes presented by drone companies
mainly assume them to be multi-copters [57–59]. The primary reason for this could be
attributed to the rotorcrafts’ flexibility, that is the ability to hover and easily manoeuvre
the complex urban landscape compared to fixed-wing drones. Therefore, to be in-line with
past research, we employ a multi-copter drone model in this study. In particular, we use
the DJI Matrice 600 Pro hexacopter, which can be easily modified to transport packages.
The characteristics of this drone model are presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Performance data for DJI Matrice 600 Pro used in the simulations of this study.

Parameter DJI Matrice 600 Pro

Speed [m/s] 5–10.3
Vertical speed [m/s] −5–5
Mass [kg] 15
Maximum bank angle [◦] 35
Acceleration/deceleration [m/s2] 3.5

4.1.2. Testing Region

In this study, we investigate the performance of the merge assistance strategies for the
one-way urban airspace concept. To simulate a constrained urban environment, we apply
the urban airspace concept to the urban street network of Manhattan, New York city (see
Figure 3). There are three main advantages for selecting Manhattan as our testing region.
First, Manhattan has an orthogonal network structure, and thus, it contains fewer dead-
ends, more four-way intersections and less-winding street patterns [45]. In comparison
with other cities, such as Paris or Rome, the highly ordered grid-like street orientations of
Manhattan reduce ambiguities in our findings [60,61]. Second, Manhattan is widely utilised
by advanced air mobility studies as a testing region in their simulations [62–64]. Third,
the construction of new streets are increasingly orthogonal in nature [65–67]. Therefore,
the findings of this study would still be valid in future cities.
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Figure 3. Urban street network of Manhattan, New York City (with area size of 59.1 km2), generated
from OpenStreetMap data [68] via OSMnx Python library [69]. The three red dots represent the
(approximate) location of chosen drone depots in our study.

4.1.3. Conflict Detection and Resolution

In our study, a ‘state-based’ conflict detection method is employed to identify potential
separation violations [48,70] by linearly extrapolating the drones’ state within a prescribed
‘look-ahead’ time. Using a linear extrapolation method means that there is a likelihood that
false conflicts could be detected, and therefore, it would need to be identified in the post-
processing phase of this study. In addition, we employ separation requirements of 82 ft and
24 ft for the respective horizontal and vertical separation boundaries. The above separation
requirements were adopted based on trial experiments since no formal separation distance
standards have been established for autonomous delivery drone flights in constrained
outdoor environments. A prior study employed horizontal separation values of 105 ft and
164 ft [71,72], while other studies have used values ranging between 16 and 984 ft for the
vertical separation requirement [14,73]. Note that the separation distance can affect the
proper functioning of conflict detection and resolution in constrained airspace, through
its relationship with aspects such as the traffic density; the performance characteristics of
the drones; and the topology of the network, for example, the length of the streets. For the
experiment area of Manhattan, the majority of the street lengths range between 17 and
140 ft. With larger horizontal separation distances, the linear state-based conflict detection
method would detect false conflicts, which do not even result in a loss of separation because
of the topology of the airspace structure. Therefore, in this study, the horizontal separation
distance of 82 ft and vertical separation distance of 24 ft proved optimal in terms of the
number of losses of separation prevented and the false conflicts detected. The detected
conflicts are then resolved in a pair-wise manner using a basic (1-D) speed control algorithm,
as described in Algorithm 4.
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Algorithm 4: Basic (1-D) speed control conflict resolution.
Data: n = number of drones; vj = speed of drone j; ncon f = number of conflicts;

con f pair = conflict pair of i, j where i is the leader drone and j is the
follower drone;

Require n, vj ∀j = {1, . . ., n}
Compute and get ncon f and conflict pairs from state-based conflict detection
if ncon f > 0 then

for all conflict pairs get drone j of conflict pair (→ compute new vj) do
if con f pair i, j in current conflict then

change vj to have speeds from ∈ [5 m/s, 10.3 m/s] s.t. min separation is
respected between drone i and j ;

if con f pair i, j not in current conflict then
Return j to original speed assigned in flight plan ;

end
end

end
end

4.1.4. One-way Airspace Concept Implementation

The network geometries of Manhattan were extracted from OpenStreetMap (OSM) [68]
using the OSMnx Python package [69], which provides an interface to query OSM data.
We then used the OSMnx package to extract nodes and edges to generate a graph for
Manhattan. The network graph of the one-way concept featured a directed graph, and thus,
it enforces the streets to be one-way.

Three depot locations that were based on initial experiments that demonstrated con-
vergence of traffic flow were chosen for this study. During the simulation, all drone flights
departed from one of the three depots to their respective destinations, which includes a set
of uniformly distributed destinations that adhere to the drones’ minimum and maximum
range limit of 1 km and 10 km. Note that this study does not consider take-off and landings
phases and that it only considers en-route flights phases.

Therefore, in this study, each drone in the simulation was created at its respective cruising
altitude at each of the three depots. Then, the respective drone followed its respective flight
plan and flight route. Based on the respective depot location and the destination, we computed
the shortest paths using the method described in [74]. Each shortest path consisted of a set of
geographical coordinates, which were used to determine the bearing (heading direction) of
each of the streets along the shortest path; and the distance of the shortest paths. Once the
drone arrived at its respective destination location, it was deleted from the experimental area.

4.2. Independent Variables

Three independent variables were considered in this study:

1. Airborne separation assurance conditions: with and without tactical conflict resolu-
tion;

2. Merge assistance strategies: speed-based and delay-based assistance; and,
3. Traffic demand: low, medium, and high traffic densities.

In this work, we based the traffic demand on food-delivery scenarios [8,36]. Such
applications have been widely investigated by startups and large technology companies.
Table 2 summarises the traffic demand scenarios used in this study for the city of Manhattan,
which encompasses an area of 59.1 km2. Note that, even though in this case, food delivery
is chosen as a scenario, this traffic demand could also represent different applications, such
as parcel delivery, or a potential medical-delivery scenario, in which drones rapidly deploy
vaccines or any other time-sensitive medical material to patients or between hospitals [75].
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The combination of the three independent variables results in 12 experimental condi-
tions. Each condition was performed with five different traffic realisations, resulting in a
total of 36 simulation runs (two conflict resolution conditions× two merge assistance strate-
gies × three traffic demand cases × three repetitions). The randomisation between traffic
realisations was performed by uniformly and randomly generating origin–destination pairs
between depots with distances ranging from 1 km and 10 km for the city of Manhattan.

Table 2. Traffic density characteristics of the three demand scenarios for the simulation area of
Manhattan, New York City, network consisting of an area of 59.1 km2.

Low Medium High

Traffic density (drones/km2) 31 46 61
Inflow rate (drones/min) 30 45 60
Hourly demand (drones/h) 1800 2700 3600
Demand per depot (drones/depot) 600 900 1200

4.3. Dependent Measures

In this study, we consider several dependent measures related to safety, which consist
of the total number of pairwise conflicts and intrusions, to evaluate the performance of the
merge assist policies.

4.3.1. Safety

The safety of the airspace is measured in terms of the total number of pairwise conflicts
and intrusions. In this study, a better merge assist policy is determined by fewer conflicts
and intrusions. Here, an intrusion, or loss of separation, occurs when there is a violation
of the minimum vertical and horizontal separation requirements. While, a conflict is a
predicted loss of separation within the predefined look-ahead time. For our experiments,
we employ a look-ahead time of 10 s. A look-ahead of 10 s implies that the drones need to
look ahead at a distance of about 100 m when cruising. This look-ahead time is tuned to the
average length of the street for the experiment area of Manhattan. With a larger look-ahead
time the state-based conflict detection looks at distances beyond the average street length,
thus triggering many false conflicts. As a result, in our study, a look-ahead time of 10 s
demonstrated the optimal balance between the number of false conflicts being detected
and the number of intrusions prevented in a trial simulation experiment.

4.3.2. Distance between the Nearest Drone Pair on the Same Altitude Layers

Here, we capture the distance to the nearest drone within the same altitude layer
per street, for low, medium and high traffic demand. We use this metric to understand
the distance distribution of pairs of drones that fly at distances smaller than horizontal
separation distance (82 ft) in all directions. We speculate that pairs of drones that fly below
this threshold value have limited manoeuvrability for safe merging.

4.3.3. Traffic Accumulation per Street

Together with the distance between the nearest drone pair mesoscopic property, we
also measure the accumulation of traffic on a particular street, that is, the number of
drones flying over a street within its respective altitude layer. During the initial simulation
phase, we observed some streets that experienced disproportionately higher traffic flows.
To quantify the traffic flow in such streets, we measured the local traffic flow in one
particular street in our experiment region.

4.4. Experimental Hypotheses

Our working hypothesis related to this study is that a larger number of conflicts,
intrusions and conflict chains would be seen with increasing traffic demand. Furthermore,
we hypothesise that applying the delay-based and speed-based merge assist policies, along
with tactical conflict resolution, would demonstrate a marked decrease in the total number
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of conflicts and intrusions for low, medium and high traffic demand cases. In addition, we
hypothesise that the speed-based merge assist policy would have better performance than
the delay-based policy. Because in the delay-based merge assist policy, a merging flight
has to lower its speed and thus to prolong its time spent in the turn-layer until it is safe to
merge and thus as traffic density increases, it is likely that a larger proportion of in-trail
conflicts would be triggered when merging.

5. Results

The experimental results of this study are presented in this section. The effect of
the independent variables on safety is illustrated using stacked bar charts, scatter plots
and box-and-whisker plots for the distance between the nearest drone measures. In each
box-and-whisker plot, we display the median line; interquartile range (IQR), which is
captured by the bounds of the box and represents the 25–75th percentiles; the minimum
and maximum distribution of the data, denoted by the whiskers; and the points greater
than ±1.5 × IQR, representing outliers. The different categories of conflicts and intrusions
are depicted using stacked bar charts, and the spatial distribution of intrusions is illustrated
with scatter plots.

5.1. Total Number of Conflicts and Intrusions

Here, we present our results for the total number of pairwise conflicts and intrusions in
the one-way airspace design and its effect to the tactical conflict resolution. Figures 4 and 5
therefore depicts these safety metrics for the one-way urban airspace concept for low, medium
and high traffic demand cases. In this study, a pairwise conflict and intrusion is accounted for
only once during the simulation, while a repeating pairwise conflict and intrusion is recounted,
independent of its duration. Figure 4 illustrates an increase in the total number of pairwise
conflicts with increasing traffic demand. This same trend is observed in the total number of
pairwise intrusions, as shown in Figure 5.

Figures 4 and 5 demonstrate the effect of the airborne separation assurance conditions,
which are represented with (CR ON) and without (CR OFF) tactical conflict resolution for
the one-way concept. In addition, Figures 4 and 5 indicate the composition of the conflicts
and intrusions to gain a deeper understanding in the total number of in-trail, crossing and
merging conflicts, and intrusions. In Figure 5, we observe that, as expected, the total number
of intrusions is significantly reduced with tactical conflict resolution. Conversely, an opposite
trend was seen in the total number of conflicts. With tactical conflict resolution, the total
number of conflicts increased across all three traffic demand cases. This effect is caused by
a lack of manoeuvrability for resolution manoeuvres as a result of the highly constrained
airspace design. Therefore, the increased structuring of the airspace increases the probability
of encountering other drones when tactical conflict resolution is engaged and it eventually
leads to conflict chains and thus secondary conflicts. Note, however, that such knock-on
effects are inherent to decentralised reactive systems. [39,70,76–78]. In fact, even centralised
separation strategies can trigger secondary conflicts with increasing traffic density [76].
However, it is not necessarily the case that these secondary conflicts are destabilising and
detrimental to safety. Their effect can also be positive by communicating the intent to resolve
and thus help to create more of a stabilising effect on the airspace [70]. Secondary conflicts
are also observed in road traffic for which they also provide a beneficial effect [79,80].
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Figure 4. The total number of pairwise conflicts and their associated type with (CR ON) and without
(CR OFF) tactical conflict resolution for low, medium and high traffic demand.

Figure 5. The total number of pairwise intrusions and their associated type with (CR ON) and without
(CR OFF) tactical conflict resolution for low, medium and high traffic demand.

5.2. Effect of Merge Assistance Strategies on the Total Number of Conflicts and Intrusions

Next, we present the findings for merge assist policies. Figures 6 and 7 display the
effect of the speed-based and delay-based merge assistance polices on the total number of
pairwise conflicts and intrusions for low, medium and high traffic demand scenarios. Note
that, in all three cases (i.e., MA OFF, MA DELAY and MA SPD), we consider the effect with
tactical conflict resolution switch on (i.e., CR ON). In addition, the bar charts categorise and
display the proportion of in-trail and crossing types of conflicts and intrusions for level
and merging flights. The bar charts show that the conflicts and intrusions are primarily
generated by flights that are transitioning to their respective altitude layers because of the
large proportion of merging conflicts and intrusions.
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Figure 6. The total number of pairwise conflicts and their associated type with and without merge
assistance for low, medium and high traffic demand. Note that MA OFF means without merge
assistance. All three cases (MA OFF, MA Delay and MA SPD) also consider the effect of the tactical
conflict resolution.

Figure 7. The total number of pairwise intrusions and their associated type with and without merge
assistance for low, medium and high traffic demand. Note that MA OFF means without merge
assistance. All three cases (MA OFF, MA Delay and MA SPD) also consider the effect of the tactical
conflict resolution.

Figure 6 shows a modest decrease in the total number of conflicts with delay-based and
speed-based merge assistance. In comparison with the scenario of without merge assistance,
the total number of conflicts in the delay-based merge policy depicts a 28–38% decrease
from low to high traffic demand, while a 29–44% decrease is shown in the speed-based
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merge policy, for low to high traffic demand. In terms of the categories of conflicts, Figure 6
mainly indicated a decrease in the in-trail and crossing types of conflicts when merging.

Similarly, the bar chart in Figure 7 demonstrates a less modest decrease for the total
number of intrusions in the delay-based and speed-based merge assistance policies. As ini-
tially hypothesised, the speed-based policy more effectively reduces the total number of
intrusions than the delay-based policy. In comparison to the without merge assistance
scenario, the delay-based policy demonstrates a decrease of 6–8% in the total number of
intrusions for the low to high traffic demand, while the speed-based policy shows a decrease
of 9–16% in the total number of intrusions for low to high traffic demand. In terms of
categories of intrusions, we see a slight decrease in the number of intrusions for crossing and
in-trail merging flights. However, with higher traffic demand, the number of in-trail type
intrusions increases, which could be related to the longer merging process, hence creating
bigger speed differences between a pair of drones. Nevertheless, the figures show that the
speed-based policy has better performance than the delay-based policy. The better perfor-
mance can be attributed to the decrease of in-trail conflicts and intrusions when merging
since drones do not have to remain in the turn-layers for a safe merge opportunity.

5.3. Spatial Distribution of Intrusions without and with Merge Assistance

We next examined the location of pairwise intrusions without and with merge assistance
to determine the potential cause of any unresolved intrusions. To analyse this, we overlaid the
exact geographical coordinates of each pairwise intrusion for the high traffic density scenario
over our experiment area to locate where these intrusions take place. The charts in Figure 8
represent the geographical location of pairwise intrusions without any merge assistance
and with merge assistance for the high traffic density scenario. The plots suggest that most
intrusions remain unresolved even with the use of merge assistance at particular locations in
the street network. These unresolved intrusions are mainly located in certain hotspot regions,
which have a high concentration of intrusions, as seen in the charts. Therefore, the results
indicate that the location and geometry of the street network strongly influence the efficacy
of the merge assist policies. Hence, to further investigate the latter, we look at the network on
a mesoscopic level and thus inspect specific streets that display hotspots.

Figure 8. Here, (a–c) geographical location of pairwise intrusions that relate to without merge
assistance, with delay-based merge assistance and with speed-based merge assistance with respect
to the high traffic density scenario. Colours are used to distinguish the different pairwise intrusion
categories: without merge assistance marked in purple (a), delay-based merge intrusions represented
by the blue crosses (b), and the speed-based merge intrusions marked by the blue triangles (c).
The overlaid intrusions from the different merge assist policies indicated by the darker hotspot zones
demonstrate that some intrusions remain unresolved.
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5.4. Mesoscopic Traffic Observations

We next explored why most intrusions remained unresolved in some portions of the
urban network. By investigating the mesoscopic nature of the airspace concept, we uncover
that a majority of unresolved intrusions mainly exist in busy streets for which the average
distance between the nearest drone is less than the horizontal separation distance of 25 m
which is used in our study. These busy streets are identified using a heatmap, as shown in
Figure 9. The heatmap illustrates a few hotspot regions. Note that the heatmap is generated
using a geographic spatial software [81] by using the Kernel Density Estimation (KDE)
to create the heatmap and by setting the search radius (bandwidth) of the KDE to 100 m
with a quartic kernel density (i.e., only coordinates within this search radius is used to
estimate the KDE and thus generate the heatmap) [82,83]. Here, we examine one specific
hotspot area in our experiment, which is depicted in Figure 10. In particular, the charts
show a hotspot street where intrusions are largely prevalent even with the use of merge
assist policies.

Figure 9. Traffic density heatmap of Manhattan urban network. The colour ramp depicts the traffic
density from 1 to 4 drones per street within a search bandwidth of 100 m. The dark red region
represents a high volume of traffic, whereas the faded coloured regions indicate low volume of traffic.

In Figure 10, street ‘A’, which comprises of a length of approximately 63 m, indicates
that the nearest drone within the same layer is below the horizontal separation distance of
25 m, as illustrated by the median of the box-and-whisker plot in Figure 10b. Additionally,
Figure 10c depicts the traffic density of the street that demonstrate, on average, some layers
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experience between two to four drones within the street at a particular instance in time.
Note that the localised concentration of traffic on particular streets, which cause high traffic
densities, is attributed to a specific property of the urban street network [84–87], and thus,
the results illustrate that the current routing scheme should also incorporate traffic density
in its cost function to prevent traffic hotspots. Therefore, the above findings suggest that
there is limited manoeuvrability space for safe merging.

Figure 10. The urban network of Manhattan. (a) We overlaid the pairwise intrusions associated
without any merge assistance and with delay-based and speed-based merge assist policies. Colours
are used to distinguish the different pairwise intrusion categories. The purple marker represent the
pairwise intrusions without any merge assistance; the blue cross represents the pairwise intrusions
associated with the delay-based merge assist policy; and, the blue triangle marks the pairwise
intrusions caused by the use of the speed-based merge assist policy. The darker regions indicate the
presence of pairwise intrusions even with the use of delay-based and speed-based merge policies.
The map indicates hotspot street at which intrusions are largely prevalent. We identify the street as
‘street A’, which has a length of 62 m. (b) We capture the distance between the nearest drone flying
over street A using a box-and-whisker plot. The plot shows that the median is below the horizontal
separation margin of 25 m. (c) In addition, we capture the traffic accumulation on this particular
street. The line plots show that there are instances when there are between two to four drones on the
same layer flying over the street.

Furthermore, the simulation results tell us that the topology of the street network
should also be taken into account when assessing the performance of the merge assistance
policies. In particular, we noticed that the influence of the street network topology, i.e., the
length of the streets and the higher number of turns associated with the flight plans,
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determine whether there is sufficient time for the merge assistance policies to fully respond
and thus resolve any merging conflicts.

To investigate this observation, we present a graphical explanation (Figure 11) on why
the merge assistance policies might be less effective on short-distance streets. As illustrated
in Figure 1, drone 2 merges into the target altitude layer 925 from layer 900. Subsequently,
there is also traffic (drone 1) in the target altitude layer, which triggers a merging conflict
and intrusion. Due to the relatively shorter distance of the street, the merge assistance
policy has insufficient time to resolve the merging conflict before drone 1 leaves the target
altitude layer and turns at the intersection in order respect its flight plan and the topology
of the street network. We hypothesise that the inability of the merge assistance policies to
completely resolve the conflict and intrusion in short-distance streets could be limiting the
effectiveness of the policies.

Figure 11. Graphical explanation on a typical short-distance street that shows the merge assistance
policies to be less effective because of the inability of the merge assistance policies to fully respond
and resolve any merging conflicts.

6. Discussion

Drone-based deliveries are expected to operate in high densities of traffic within
constrained urban environments. Last-mile deliveries of small express packages and time-
sensitive medical supplies such as vaccines are examples of potential candidates for drone-
enabled deliveries. A previous study explored a novel implementation of one-way and
two-way streets in combination with altitude-heading rules in an effort to mitigate conflict
probabilities [30]. The study was performed on the urban network of Manhattan in order
to simulate a constrained airspace. The topography of Manhattan resulted in several turns
associated with each flight plan and the use of flight levels, created a large number of
merging flight events that required a transition to their respective altitude layers. These
merging flights generated the majority of the conflicts and intrusions, especially in close
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proximity to intersections. However, these merging conflicts were expected since the tactical
conflict resolution algorithm had no prior information of potential merging encounters.
To improve the safety of the urban airspace design for large-scale drone traffic, this study
investigates two merging policies inspired by road traffic studies [32,34,88].

In this research, we applied the one-way airspace design to the urban street network
of Manhattan, New York, with an area of 59.1 km2. We applied a delay-based and a speed-
based merge assist strategy in an attempt to reduce the onset of conflicts and intrusions
caused by merging flights. Using randomised fast-time simulations, we examined the
performance of the merge assist policies with respect to safety. Here, we compared safety
in terms of the total number of pairwise conflicts and intrusions (losses of separation). Our
results indicate that the delay-based and speed-based merge assist policies are capable of
reducing the total number of pairwise conflicts and intrusions but not to a large extent.
The results show that the speed-based merge assist policy has a slightly better performance
over the delay-based policy. Furthermore, for both policies, we observed a decrease in the
number of in-trail and crossing merging conflicts and intrusions. However, despite this
decrease, no dramatic reduction in the total number of intrusions was observed.

The meagre reduction to the total number of conflicts and intrusions was caused by the
limited space to safely merge as well as the inability of the merge-assisting policies to fully
respond and resolve potential merging conflicts, especially in short-distance streets. Merging
events are largely caused by flights that were either climbing or descending to their respective
altitude because of the imposed altitude-heading rules and the presence of frequent turns
associated with the structure of the airspace. A previous study showed that there are nearly
seven turns per flight plan for the one-way concept [30], thereby increasing the probability
of conflicts. Similar to road traffic, merge conflicts represent a large percentage of highway
collisions [89]. Generally, such merge conflicts are caused by insufficient gaps in the flow of
traffic due to high-density of traffic on a particular road segment [32]. In addition, in our
study, the merge assist policy only influences the merging vehicle. However, for an effective
merge, even the non-merging vehicle should equally be influenced by the merge assist policy,
such as, reducing its speed and thus giving way to merging traffic. These types of operational
behaviours are commonly found in current road transport where important social cues play
a critical role in ensuring a safe merging event [29,54].

To understand the underlying reasons behind the low efficacy in merging intrusions,
we investigated one example street in our experimental area by overlaying the locations of
intrusions culminating without any merge assistance and with delay-based and speed-based
merge assist policies. Even with the use of merge assistance, we identified a number of
unresolved intrusions. By examining the urban network through a mesoscopic scale, our
results point to two main reasons for the existence of these unresolved intrusions. First, our
results show that a particular street (comprising of length between 62 m) can experience high
localised traffic flow. Such localised concentration of traffic flow is caused by a particular
network property known as high betweenness centrality [84–87]. This means that some links
or streets experience a disproportionately higher number of traffic flow as a consequence of
greater number of shortest paths passing through a particular street [87]. In general, this
could also represent a real-world feature, in which a fleet of drones travel more frequently
to a specific destinations due to higher demand. In our study, a drone needs to adhere to
a horizontal separation of 25 m (82 ft) in each direction. Therefore, for a relatively shorter
street, only one drone can safely be accommodated in its respective altitude layer within
the street at any instance in time. Interestingly, our results show that there are instances
when there are even two to four drones occupying these particular streets. Furthermore, our
results also demonstrate that the distance between the nearest drone on the same altitude
layers is far below the horizontal separation margin. Findings of such emergent properties
of high localised traffic flow together with smaller distances between drones hence suggest
that there is insufficient manoeuvrability space for safe merging, which in turn causes the
merge assistance to be less effective in these types of scenarios. In addition, our observations
indicate that the large proportion of short-distance streets and the higher number of turns
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per flight could be a key factors that limits the merge assistance strategies to fully resolve
any conflict and intrusions within a given altitude layer. Future research should therefore
investigate the performance of the proposed merge assistance policies on an urban network
that consists of long-distance streets and with limited number of turns.

In this research we employed a fixed separation margin. However, when compared to
road transport, particularly, highway traffic, drivers and advanced adaptive cruise control
systems employ a more flexible and dynamic approach to determine a safe horizontal
separation margin. For example, on-ground vehicles use the notion of time headway as an
important variable for safe distance keeping [90–92], which is computed by dividing the
distance to a lead vehicle by the speed of the following vehicle [92]. The time headway varies
with respect to the traffic density, for example, on the highway, in sparse traffic states, larger
(>4 s) time headways are observed, while smaller time headways (1–2 s) are experienced in
relatively dense traffic states, such as merge lanes and in urban areas [90–92]. In this context,
dynamic time headways allow for higher traffic capacity and safety levels [93]. Future
research should therefore investigate similar approaches. One starting point for further
research is to incorporate and experiment with smaller horizontal separation margins in
the turn-layers, where average traffic speeds are relatively low, and hence, we anticipate
a marked increase to the efficacy of the merge assist policies. Similarly, the urban street
network consists of different street lengths, which might impact the efficiency of the merging
policies; future studies should investigate the possibility of developing a merging policy that
adapts to the different street lengths. In addition, future studies should investigate methods
to proactively manage traffic flow congestion by incorporating strategic flow control [94] or
an individual metering strategy to regulate traffic flow [33]. By gaining inspiration from
autonomous vehicle research, future work should also study the notion of congestion-aware
routing schemes by including the current traffic density of a given route in the cost function
in an effort to circumvent the onset of congestion on typical busy streets [95]. Alternatively,
further studies should explore a variety of different routing algorithms, such as simplest
paths or minimum travel time paths [74,96] as a way to decrease the number of turns,
which would reduce the number of merging flights and thus mitigate the probability of
conflicts. Another interesting avenue is to extrapolate our methods to dynamic airspace
configurations, that is, airspace structures that evolve over time with respect to traffic
demand. Current operations of express package delivery of meals and medicine represents
a dynamic nature, and thus, they will require a flexible airspace design.

Our results are subject to some limitations. First, our simulations do not include
all real-world features that are relevant to the safe accommodation of large-scale drone
delivery operation in highly constrained cities. Meteorological events, such as rain and
hyperlocal wind, could orchestrate localised traffic congestion by concentrating traffic to
specific areas and thus decreasing the overall safety of the airspace. Second, the conflict
detection algorithm employed in our experiments linearly extrapolates the drones’ states
by a prescribed look-ahead time. This obviously has the tendency to trigger false conflicts,
which may impact the overall safety of the airspace. Future studies should therefore take
into account the drones’ intent and flight-path information in order to circumvent false
conflict detections. Third, the experiment area used in this study comprises an orthogonal
street network. Thus, our findings should be interpreted with due caution when comparing
to other types of street networks (see, for instance, [65–67]). To address this limitation,
research has already begun to explore these findings to non-orthogonal street networks [72].

7. Conclusions

The possible advent of delivery drones in cities could change the face of urban last-mile
delivery. Drone-based delivery could pose as a better alternative, in terms of cost and energy
efficiency, than current transport modes, such as vans and bikes. However, society might
only benefit from drone deliveries if and when they are able to operate in high densities of
traffic, which in turn could lead to several challenges. Here, we aimed to address one main
challenge, that is the ability to safely harbour such large-scale drone traffic operations in
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heavily constrained urban environments. In this context, the current research sheds light
on our understanding on the intricate safety properties of operating high traffic densities
of autonomous drones in a constrained urban airspace. To this end, we structured and
organised the urban airspace of an orthogonal street network with horizontal constraints in
an effort to promote one-way traffic flow. In addition to the horizontal constraints, the one-
way airspace concept also featured vertically segmented altitude layers to accommodate
traffic with similar directions and thus lowering the risks of conflict. By testing the airspace
design with three levels of drone delivery traffic densities for the urban street network of
Manhattan, New York, our results showed that most conflicts and losses of separation occur
during the merging phase. Fundamentally, this means that introducing altitude-heading
rules to structure traffic and thus to mitigate conflicts shifts the occurrence of conflicts to
the merging phase. To circumvent the occurrence of merging conflicts and intrusions, we
therefore employed a delay-based and speed-based merge-assisting strategy. Our results
demonstrated that merge assistance is able to reduce conflicts and intrusion, but to a much
lesser extent than anticipated. To explain this relatively low efficacy, we investigated key
mesoscopic features, such as hotspot regions that showed high localised traffic flow on
particular busy streets of the network; and thus, the data suggest that there is insufficient
space to safely merge and the inability for the strategies to fully respond and thus resolve
conflicts on short-distance streets. Though the urban airspace concept and merge assist
strategies still needs to be investigated for other types of urban networks, and further
improvements remain to be made, the findings presented in this study could be useful for
advanced air mobility designers and unmanned traffic management policymakers.
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